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Important Information for City of Guelph Arena Users 

 Follow all signage posted inside and outside of the facility. 

 All visitors to recreation facilities are required to complete the COVID-19 

Visitor Screening Form on the day of their ice rental. Parents or guardians 

will complete this form for their children as well as themselves before coming 

into our recreation facilities.   

 If anyone in your rental group is feeling ill, they should not come to the site 

or enter the facility.  

 Face coverings are required for all individuals coming to the rental when in 

the dressing room and walking around the recreation facility. Masks can be 

removed when stepping on the ice.  

 A maximum of 30 participants on ice per rental – this includes all coaches, 

volunteers, participants, trainers, officials etc.  

 You will be provided access to the building 15 minutes prior to your rental 

time. Please arrive on time and proceed to assigned dressing room upon 

entry into the building. 

 2 dressing rooms will be provided per ice rental. A maximum of 15 people 

per dressing room. 

 Spectators are permitted. One parent/guardian can accompany the child 

during the rental, in the hallways and in the dressing room. 

 Washrooms will be open in the facility but washrooms and showers in the 

dressing rooms will remain closed.  

 A designated standing/sitting area will be identified for parents. 

 In an effort to maintain physical distancing, please minimize the amount of 

personal belongings including hockey bags and come to the arena dressed 

for play as much as possible. 

 Food or beverages are not allowed with the exception of player water bottles. 

Water bottle filling stations are to be used for personal water bottles only. 

 No equipment will be provided; this includes pucks, training aids, cones, ice 

jugs, water jugs or other training aids. Two nets will be provided. 

 You must depart within 10 minutes of the completion of your ice time.  

 Minor/Youth participants/players must not be on ice surface without being 

accompanied/supervised by a coach. 

 No objects or individuals are to be on the ice during resurfacing. 

 Teams may not run in facilities for 'warm ups'. The use of sticks, pucks or 

balls in the off ice/floor areas is strictly prohibited. 

 Failure to adhere to these guidelines can impact your organization’s ability to 

rent City facilities and may result in the cancellation of ice rental permits.  
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